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A. Ecochimica Biofilter - General Description

The biofilter is the most natural system for purifying air. 
Air purification and odour treatment obtained with the use of either chemical or
absorbent products does not eliminate the pollutant but rather only transfer it. 
Using a scrubber, for example, the polluted air is transferred into the water, which 
has to be treated before disposal. With the absorption towers the polluting
substances in the air are absorbed by the active carbons, which are then
themselves exhausted and dismantled as special waste. 
Deodorant spraying systems have poor efficacy in open space and require a high
consumption of covering solutions and consequently have high operating costs. 
On the other hand, in the biofilter the noxious substances are degraded by an
aerobic bacterial fauna, which is fixed onto a special bed, into non-toxic
compounds such as carbon dioxide and water. The support media of the bacterial
biomass within the biofilters is made of a special, biologically active, vegetable
filling. This filling preserves the support structure for the microorganisms over a
very long time period. Furthermore, this structure, through which the air filters, 
facilitates the contact of the polluted substances with the bacteria which are
responsible for the treatment. 
The gases to be purified are first conducted through a pre-washing scrubber,
where the right environmental conditions for the bacterial growth are created.
Within the scrubber the gases are cooled, cleared from the dirty coarse and 
washed until a constant, particular level of humidity necessary condition for the
growth of the bacterial flora is obtained. This scrubber, used for pre-washing, can
also serve as a build-up tank to compensate peaks load. The air is then sent into
an expansion section, created through a system of distribution. Using this system
the air is distributed throughout the entire surface of the biofilter and shared
equally over the filtering bed, slowly crossing over the biologically-active filling.
During the passage through the filtering mass of biologically-active vegetable and 
material, the foul-smelling substances are destroyed and converted in non toxic 
compounds such as water and carbon dioxide. 
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In the table below, the efficiency of the treatment which can be obtained with the
biofilter is shown. (source “ODOR CONTROL – Completing the composting
process” INTERNATIONAL PROCESS SYSTEM, INC.) 

ODOROUS COMPOUNDS REMOVAL RATE

Organic Compounds 98.90%

Nitrogen Compounds 97.90%

Aldehydes 92 – 99.8%

Organic acids 99.90%

Mercaptans 92 – 95%

Sulphide hydrogen 98 – 100%

Ammonium 92 – 95%

Others compounds 91 – 99.8%

Fig.1 Biofiltering system scheme 
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B. Application Fields

Bio-filtration can easily be applied in fields where there is a need to remove 
unpleasant odours caused by either organic or inorganic substances, in a low – 
medium concentration. 

Food industry 
Feed industry 
Solid waste treatment 
Water purification and sludge treatment systems 
Plastic material production 
Paper mill industry 
Typographic industry 
Petrol chemical industry 
Glues and solvents industry 
Tobacco manufacturing and livestock
Exhausted oil treatment 
Slaughter house 
Painting plant 
Drying plant 

C. Ecochimica Biofilter Operation Principles

The ECOCHIMICA biofilter is an air treatment system which exploits the action of 
certain stocks of micro-organism contained within a support material. 

The intake air flux crosses from the bottom to the top of the filtering bed (made of
organic material), and forms a film of water on the surface which is called a “bio- 
film”. In the bio-film there are micro-organisms which metabolize the pollutants
contained in the inlet air. The support material supplies other essential nutrient 
elements to the biomass. 

The degradation products of this metabolism are water steam, carbon dioxide and
the biomass generated by the bacterial metabolism. 

The main operative parameters to be kept under control are temperature, pH, 
humidity, nutrient quantity and oxygen rate. The temperature influences the
kinetics of the biochemical reactions; it is important that it remains at least 10°C. 
At the same time, the pH conditions for the bacterial metabolism have to be fixed
near neutrality; possible pH variations can be stopped by adding an acidic or 
basic solution to the material, or else through use of a pre-abatement chemical
scrubber. The air humidity is essential to assure the permanence of the bio-film
and consequently the microbial population. 
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The nutritive elements,  necessary to integrate into the diet for the biomass 
metabolism, are supplied directly from the organic material and eventually from 
an external solution. Finally, it is important to guarantee an appropriate aeration
of the entire volume of support material in all its volume, to facilitate the diffusion
of the oxygen in the biofilter. The adoption of the mixture support, for example
the compost bark, assures the appropriate porosity of the filtering media (Fig.2). 
The even distribution of air is accomplished through special piping directly 
connected to the support plane of the biofilter (Fig 3). 

Fig. 2 Filtering material contained into Ecochimica biofilter. 
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Fig. 3 Detail of the aeration system in the Ecochimica biofilter.

Fig. 4 Detail of the aeration system in the Ecochimica biofilter.

Fig. 5 Detail of the aeration system in the Ecochimica biofilter 
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D. Use of bio-modules within Ecochimica's Biofilter

The filtering material base is made of self-supporting ECOCHIMICA
BIOMODULES, constructed of PEHD. The biomodules are not in direct contact 
with the organic material but are instead covered with a gravel layer (gravel size
20-40 mm) of about 15 cm (Fig. 8-9-10), promoting the equalized release of air
over the entire surface of the biofilter. Ecochimica biomodules are corrosion- 
resistant and have a resistance of more than 5.000 kg/m2.

Dimensions: 1200 x 800 mm;

Height: 400 mm (self-supporting: it does not require supports);

Fig. 6 Laying of Biomodules within a tank/plant.

Fig. 7 Plant of support fitted with biomodules and ready to be filled with gravel. 
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Fig. 8 Tank with gravel-covered supports, now ready for the laying of the filter-bed.

Fig. 9 Filtering-bed being layer over the gravel support.

Fig. 10 Filtering-bed being layed over the gravel support and carriageable biomodules. 
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A. Advantages of choosing Ecochimica Biomodules

 Easy to mount, thanks to the elegant interlocking system – fast and highly
stable;

 High resistance to compression, thanks to the lateral reinforcement ribbing;
 Capable of evenly distributing a very high airflow over the entire biofilter surface

(2800cm2 of surface for each single element);
 Safeguarding of infiltration of biofilter media from entering the air-circulation

chambers, enabling a relative increase of inherent cleanliness and therefore
less necessary maintenance;

 Modular supports are easy to remove and inspect;
 modular supports are made from recycled plastics materials, therefore

ecologically-sound;
 Fine grill overlay becomes redundant, saving on cost and increasing simplicity.

COMPARATIVE TABEL FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF BIOFILTER 
MEDIA-SUPPORT

SUPPORT TYPE STANDARD GRILL ECOCHIMICA BIOMODULES ®

INSTALLATION TIME
For the laying of each single 
element of the grill, 
approximately 5 minutes are 
necessary

TIME-SAVINGS: ABOUT 40%
time necessary to install one 
biomodule is about 2 minutes , 
layed directly on the concrete 
basement

UNIFORMITY OF AIR 
DISTRIBUTION

Usually, the distribution of air 
throughout a biofilter with a grill 
system is not homogeneous; 
preferential pathways of air are 
formed, rendering much of the 
media without metabolic 
function (see figure 11)

A MORE UNIFORM AIR-
DISTRIBUTION
Given the structure and form of the 
biomodules, the distribution of air 
throughout the biofilter is 
homogeneous (see figure 11)

EFFICIENCY OF 
POLLUTANT 
NEUTRALIZATION

The non-regular distribution of 
polluted air generates areas of 
higher airspeed (estimated at 
125% of projected) and 
consequently a lessened 
amount of contact time with the 
metabolic organisms – which 
at times is insufficient for 
proper metabolisms of the 
offending compounds. This 
results in a lower efficiency of 
the biofilter, and possibly 
insufficient for respecting the 
legal limits

HIGHER POLLUTANT-
NEUTRALIZATION EFFICIENCY
As there is a better distribution of 
polluted air, the design speed can 
be constant and homogeneous 
throughout the entire bed, therefore 
the metabolic load on the organisms 
is predictable and constant 
throughout the entire bed
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TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE TABEL FOR DIFFERENT SUPPORT TYPE

SUPPORT TYPE STANDARD GRILL ECOCHIMICA BIOMODULES ®

AIR RESIDENCE
TIME IN THE 
BIOFILTER

Preferential channels  can 
form in some sections of the 
biofilter. In these areas the 
residence time may be less 
than 20 seconds, which is 
insufficient for the complete 
metabolization of the 
pollutants by bacteria

MORE TIME WITHIN THE FILTER

given the homogeneous distribution of 
air, there is more than 30-35 seconds 
of contact on every part of the biofilter  

MAINTENANCE

Regular maintenance, about 
a few hours each month, is 
necessary for the removal of 
accumulated waste at the 
bottom of the tanks/bases of 
grill-type biofilters

NO NEED FOR MAINTENANCE 
A biofilter with biomodules does not 
require any special maintenance, as 
the filter material does not accumulate
in the bottom of the biofilter 

DIRTYING OF THE 
BIOFILTER 
BASE/TANK

HIGH DEGREE OF 
SPOILING/ROTTING 
MATERIAL UNDER THE 
GRID

The smaller components of 
the filter material can pass 
through the grating and go to 
accumulate in the bottom of 
the biofilter  

Given the form of  the BIOMODULES
and the presence (optional but 
recommended) with a layer of gravel at 
the base of the filter material, the lower 
surface of the biofilter appears to be 
free from any build-up of filter material 
which surely are formed in the case of 
the grating

NECESSARY 
ACCESSORIES FOR 
PROPPER 
FUNCTIONING

The grill has to be 
accessorized with joints, 
mounts and frames, in order 
to be supported. Not always, 
however, the supports 
coincide with the critical 
points for the support of the 
grating

LACK OF NEED FOR 
ACCESSORIES
There are no accessories required for 
the efficient functioning of the biofilter  
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BIOMODULE SUPPORTS STANDARD GRILL SUPPORTS

HOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION NON-HOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION
Fig. 11 Difference of air distribution, using either the Biomodule® system or the grid system.

TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE TABEL FOR DIFFERENT SUPPORT TYPE

FACTORS STANDARD GRID 
MODULE BIOMODULE ECOCHIMICA®

MAX. LOAD .400 Kg/m2 5.000 Kg/m22 

MATERIAL COST:
From 100 to 200% more 
expensive, relative to the 
area of the biofilter 

Lower cost for Biomodule®
supports

INSTALLATION TIME 8,5 h/100 m2 3,5 h/100 m2

MAINTENANCE TIME 200 h/year 30 h/year

SPECIFIC SURFACE 
LOAD > 185 m3/m2/h ≤150 m3/m2/h

AIR RESIDENCE TIME 
WITH EQUAL VOLUMES 
AND SURFACES 

20 s > 35 s
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TIPOLOGIA DI IMPIANTO:
Biofiltro a pareti modulari

PRINCIPIO DI FUNZIONAMENTO:
Il biofiltro ecochimica® è un impianto di trattamento degli
effluenti gassosi. L’aria in ingresso al biofiltro attraversa dal
basso verso l’alto il letto/supporto (particelle di materiale
organico che, umidificato, si riveste dal “biofilm” acquoso in
cui risiedono i microrganismi), metabolizzando gli inquinanti in 
essa contenuti. Questi vengono trasformati in vapor d’acqua, 
anidride carbonica e biomassa tramite una reazione di ossidazione 
biologica con l’ossigeno contenuto nell’aria. Con l’utilizzo di 
opportuni materiali di supporto organici (compost,cortecce, 
cippato …) la durata del letto filtrante è dell’ordine di alcuni anni. 
Una corretta gestione del biofiltro prevede il controllo dei seguenti 
parametri operativi: temperatura ( >10°C),pH (da mantenere 
prossima alla neutralità), umidità (per assicurare la permanenza 
del biofilm e quindi della popolazione microbica) oltre l’apporto di 
nutrienti e di ossigeno.L’umidificazione si può ottenere mediante 
scrubber/umidificatore mod. ecochimica TW® che oltre a 
saturare l’aria in ingresso al biofiltro (condizione ottimale) può 
essere usato anche come stadio di pretrattamento, allo scopo di 
bloccare eventuali inquinanti che, raggiunto il biofiltro, potrebbero 
rivelarsi dannosi per lo stesso. La fornitura di un impianto 
integrato scrubber–biofiltro in serie, assicura le condizioni 
desiderate,dato che l'aria in uscita dallo scrubber è satura 
d'umidità. A tal proposito ecochimica® può fornire umidificatori 
della serie UHR® meno costosi rispetto agli scrubber TW®, ma 
altrettanto efficaci allo scopo di umidificare l’aria, meno per un 
pretrattamente chimico. Infine è indispensabile garantire 
un’adeguata distribuzione dell’aria in tutto il volume del letto, per 
facilitare la diffusione dell’ossigeno nel biofilm. L’adozione di un 
supporto misto, ad esempio compost – corteccia, assicura 
l’appropriata porosità del mezzo filtrante.

TYPE OF EQUIPMENT:
Modular Panel Biofilter

OPERATING PRINCIPALS:
The ecochimica® biofilter is used to treat gaseous effluents. Air
entering the biofilter travels upward through the bed/support
(organic particulate material coated with an aqueous”biofilm” in
which the micro-organisms are present) while the contaminants
present in the air are stripped and metabolized. The contaminants
are then transformed into water vapour, carbon dioxide and
biomass through biological oxidation with the oxygen present
in the air. Through the use of appropriate materials (compost,
bark, wood chips, etc.) the filter bed can last for several years.
Correct operation of the biofilter requires maintaining the
following parameters: temperature (>10°C), pH (as close to
neutral as possible), humidity (to maintain the biofilm and hence
the population of microbes) as well as nutrients and oxygen. The
humidity can be maintained through an ecochimica TW®
scrubber/humidifier which not only saturates the air entering the
biofilter (creating the optimal conditions) but also can be used as
a pre-treatment stage to remove any contaminants which could
damage the biofilter if they come into contact with it. Using an
integrated scrubber-biofilter in series assures ideal operating
conditions as air exiting the scrubber is saturated with humidity.
For this purpose, where a chemical pre-treatment is not
necessary, ecochimica® can supply UHR® series humidifiers 
which are less expensive than the TW® scrubber but equally 
effective in humidifying the air. Finally, it is necessary to ensure 
that the air is distributed evenly through the whole volume of the 
bed to facilitate the circulation of oxygen through the biofilm. 
Using a mixed support (for example, compost-bark) assures 
appropriate porosity of the filter.
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VB VASCA BIOFILTRO • BIOFILTER TANK M MEDIA FILTRANTE • FILTRATION MEDIA 
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CALOTTE O GRIGLIATO DI SOSTEGNO 
MODULAR SUPPORTS OR SUPPORT GRID

HS SISTEMA DI UMIDIFICAZIONE • HUMIDIFIER 

I INGRESSO ARIA DA TRATTARE • AIR INLET U USCITA ARIA TRATTATA • TREATED AIR OUTLET

PM PARETI MODULARI • MODULAR PANELSQ
QUADRO DI CONROLLO UMIDIFICAZIONE 
HUMIDIFIER CONTROL PANEL

Ecochimica srl progetta impianti di biofiltrazione su misura (CA, pannelli sandwich, lamiera di acciaio inox, lega di alluminio, etc) in funzione delle esigenze del cliente.
Ecochimica srl. designs custom biofilter systems (reinforced concrete, sandwich panel, stainless steel panel, aluminium alloy, etc.) for the unique needs of each customer.

Il costante aggiornamento tecnico degli impianti nel quale Ecochimica è impegnata, porta ad un continuo miglioramento che rende i dati tecnici riportati nel
presente catalogo non vincolanti.

Ecochimica is constantly applied in the technically improvement of its plants, that makes non-binding the technical data in this catalogue.

DIMENSIONI DI INGOMBRO INDICATIVE • OVERALL INDICATIVE DIMENSIONS

LEGENDA per serie BIOF® • LEGEND for BIOF® series




